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Sounds of Christmas in Wentworth

The Cumberland Singers gather on stage at the Wentworth Recreation Centre performing at the
Songs of Christmas Concert in a spirited and compassionate style. (Rick Clarke Photo)
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group singing, solos, trios,
duets and quartets.
At the recess, several door
prize and the raffle tickets
were announced. Two of the
winners were Muriel Gaillard
for the Turkey Dinner Plus
basket and Kenny Coulter for
the Large Grocery basket,
worth about $275.
Jocelyn Morris commented: “The biggest disappointment at this 18th version of
the“Songs of Christmas” was
the absence of Charles
Patriquin due to his unexpected heart surgery. He is an
excellent MC and a lovely
singer. He was missed dearly
and the Men’s Quartet turned
into a Trio and his bass vocals
was certainly missed in their
two songs. Instead of a MC, a
performer at the end of her or
his song or a group song
announced the next musical
presentation.

Volunteer musicians and
off-stage workers who gave
free their time, talent, and
expenses for “ Songs of
Christmas” was important in
order to give all of the money
raised ($3,356) to Chalice in
order to help Haiti. In addition
to the musicians (already listed) volunteering their music
free of charge, other volunteers off stage were: Ethel
Gilroy and Jeanette Murray
(admission fee); Sharon Miller,
Beryl Keilty, Al Keilty (raffle
tickets); Shirley Patriquin,
Judy Clarke, Amy Morris (bake
sale); Amy, Jocelyn and Sarah
Morris, Pearl Crowley, Sharon
Miller, Sherry Rushton, Shirley
Patriquin, Jeanette Murray,
Joan Wark (provided food for
bake sale); Larry Patriquin,
Carson Patriquin, Creighton
Patriquin, Andrew Keilty (setting up/taking down chairs
and tables); Bob MacLean,

president of the Wentworth
Recreation Centre (gift of cancelling rent for concert).
Jocelyn Morris as volunteer
worker off stage accomplished much work: looked
after all the publicity, organized and scheduled practices,
decorated the stage back wall,
placed stockings with musician’s names all along the
front of the stage, and put up
two Christmas trees on each
side of the stage.
Sharon Miller and Jocelyn
Morris had four clothes
changes to highlight their
songs and the other women
changed their red blouses for
personal outfits for the same
reason. For a touch of humour,
both Jocelyn Morris and
Sharon Miller each told a joke,
and Sharon Miller dressed as
Sadie the Old Lady recited a
witty poem.
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